For 36 years, RMHSNJ has been a “home away from home” for more than 29,000 families whose children require life-saving treatments for critical illnesses and traumatic injuries.

Our CORPORATE CIRCLE allows your company or organization to support the families that stay with us, helping to alleviate a portion of the stress that they carry as they face serious medical journeys. With a child requiring critical care, often miles from home, how can a family pay for food, lodging, and transportation for weeks or possibly months, all while missing work and facing growing medical costs? The simple answer is most families can’t.

At three impactful levels, Corporate Circle membership is designed to fulfill the needs of our families and your organization!

- GOLD LEVEL $10,000
- SILVER LEVEL $5,000
- BRONZE LEVEL $2,500

By becoming a CORPORATE CIRCLE member, you provide necessities for our families including comfortable accommodations; transportation to and from the hospitals; cable and wifi to ensure communications with school, work, and family back home; and other daily needs such as laundry and meals.

Thanks to the generosity of funders like you, many families have a place to call HOME when their children are critically ill.
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